STEP 4
Document on Social Media
by the RFDM Jungle

Grab your smartphone (or computer or tablet, something linked to the Internet) and
publish one post today on one social media.
Why one? Because that’s also how you start. After, you can publish as many posts on as
many platforms as possible. But first, one.
Don’t take time making up something. Post something about what you’re doing right
now. Take a screenshot, picture, video, or just write some sentences about what you do.
It’s just 5 min. No time making something up.
Every interesting thing’s here. It’s you, who you are, how you work and what you do.

Documenting on social media is similar to the previous step “Comment on Social Media”
but, this time, it’s your turn to publish content.
The advice:
#1 Choose one social media
#3 Build the habit
#5 Try out different things and enjoy the process
also apply when posting.
Check Step 3 Comment on Social Media here

Here’s what’s different:

#1 Document

When posting on social media, you might think you have to create unique content.
For example, you write a blog post and publish it on social media. Or you even write a
whole article on the platform.
Those are great when you have a whole team dedicated to creating your content. I
don’t know about you but I don’t have such a team.

So don’t waste time creating “unique” content.
Document your everyday life.
Take a picture, a screenshot or a video. Write a few sentences about what that is, and
hit that send button.
That’s all. You don’t need to do anything else.

#2 Watch out for time spent
Don’t track views or followers. Those are vanity metrics and don’t mean anything.
Track the time you invest in social media.
While reading posts, the more time and the more posts read, the better.
Here, it’s the opposite.
The less time you spent creating a post, the better. You can post once a week, a day
or several times a day. They’re all ok. Always make sure you’re spending as little time
as possible.

Target 5 min.
At first, you might take 10 or 20 min. Post more and more. You’ll get better at it and
need less and less time.
Then, 5 min to document what you did today or yesterday won’t be difficult anymore.

There’s always something to talk about. But, if you really don’t know, then post several
times about the same thing.
For example, during an event, take many pictures so that you can publish them in
several posts spaced over time.

Finally, sometimes, you might think your post is boring and it’ll not get much reaction.
Sometimes, you might think it’s still boring and get many comments. And the opposite
is also true.
Don’t judge. Do your best. You’ll always get better over time.

WHAT IS THIS?
The freelance life can be like a Jungle. There are just so many things to work on. It’s ok if
you get lost or don’t know what to do.
You can get out of that Jungle. Digital marketing is your Map. Your PDF here is one part
of it.
In all, there are 7 Steps. Each one is a digital marketing tactic you need to master.
That is the Remote Freelancer Digital Marketing Jungle, or the RFDM Jungle.
Your quest, may you accept it, is to gather all Steps and to complete your own Map.

Check all the Steps
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